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Theoretical investigations of a highly mismatched interface: SiCÕSi„001…
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Using first principles, classical potentials, and elasticity theory, we investigated the structure of a
semiconductor/semiconductor interface with a high lattice mismatch, SiC/Si~001!. Among several tested pos-
sible configurations, a heterostructure with~i! a misfit dislocation network pinned at the interface and~ii !
reconstructed dislocation cores with a carbon substoichiometry is found to be the most stable one. The impor-
tance of the slab approximation in first-principles calculations is discussed and estimated by combining clas-
sical potential techniques and elasticity theory. For the most stable configuration, an estimate of the interface
energy is given. Finally, the electronic structure is investigated and discussed in relation with the dislocation
array structure. Interface states, localized in the heterostructure gap and located on dislocation cores, are
identified.
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I. INTRODUCTION

The misfit strain present in lattice mismatched epitax
layers has been widely studied because of its omnipres
in the heterostructures used in device technology. Two g
are usually pursued, either to avoid strain for preparing lo
lived devices or to exploit the modified electronic propert
of strained layers for obtaining specific devices such
lasers.1,2 The general picture of heteroepitaxy is well know
First, strained layers are grown on the substrate. Over a c
cal thickness, which depends on the elastic properties and
lattice mismatch between the two materials, plastic rel
ation of the strain with formation of misfit dislocations b
comes energetically favorable. In the case of small m
match, the critical thickness can be large, with a lo
dislocation density. For example, a critical thickness of ab
103 Å is measured for a lattice mismatch of 1% in GexSi12x
layers (x50.24),3 and the average separation between mi
edge dislocations is estimated to be about 390 Å~for @001#
layers!. Each dislocation is far from the others and from t
interface, and the system can be described by considerin
ideal coherent interface, with strained layers. Hoekstra
Kohyama used this frame for investigating th
b-SiC~001!/Al interface.4 In a scheme recently propose
Benedeket al. introduced an additional correction for th
effect of the misfit dislocations,5 by comparing coherent an
semicoherent interfaces. However, in the case of hetero
axy for largely mismatched systems, the critical thicknes
very low and a dense network of misfit dislocations
present in the grown layers. The interactions between di
cations and between the interface and the dislocations m
then be explicitly taken into account.

Despite the large lattice mismatch of;20%, b-SiC can
0163-1829/2003/68~19!/195302~10!/$20.00 68 1953
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be grown on Si~001!, using different techniques.6–9 A recent
high-resolution electron microscopy~HREM! study of this
system shows a locally abrupt interface, with the presenc
a periodic array of misfit dislocations.7–9 These ones seem t
be located directly at the interface, which points at a vani
ing critical thickness for this heterostructure. It is difficult
gain additional information from these experiments. In p
ticular, the atomic structure and the chemical environmen
the interface, which deeply affect its physical properties, s
remain hardly accessible. Atomistic computations are a p
sible solution for complementing the experiments. In ad
tion, first-principles calculations would allow the determin
tion of the electronic properties of the heterostructure. In t
respect, the SiC/Si interface may be considered as a m
for a high lattice mismatch interface between covalent ma
rials, just as silicon is usually considered as the semicond
tor prototype. Indeed, due to the peculiar lattice mismat
almost equal to 20%, the network dislocation pattern is
tremely dense and can be modeled within a cell sm
enough to make anab initio computation affordable.

As far as we know, few studies have been devoted to
SiC/Si~001! system. Chiritaet al.10 have investigated the
strain relaxation and the thermal stability of the interfa
using the semiempirical classical potential from Tersoff11

They have obtained a possible configuration of the ato
structure, stable up to 1000 K. However, they assume
stoichiometric interface, which may be a metastable st
Another study from Kitabatake with the same potent
choice was exclusively focused on the first step of the f
mation of the interface, i.e., a precarbonization of the Si~001!
surface prior to growth.9 A detailed investigation of the
atomic structure and stoichiometry of the SiC/Si~001! inter-
face with first-principles techniques is still lacking. The lar
©2003 The American Physical Society02-1
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computational cell required for the modeling, notwithstan
ing the advantageous lattice mismatch, may explain the
sence of such calculations.

Recently, we have presented in a paper the most strik
results of the firstab initio study of the SiC/Si~001!
interface.12 Here, we provide a thorough description of o
investigations, combining elasticity theory, classical pot
tials, and first-principles calculations. In particular, after
complete explanation of the computational procedure,
full set of tested atomic configurations is presented. We h
investigated the stoichiometry of the interface as well as
stability with few pseudomorphic SiC layers. The determin
tion of the interface energy as well as the analysis of fin
size effects in the slab approximation are also presented
nally, the computed electronic structure of the most sta
configuration is discussed.

II. COMPUTATIONAL PROCEDURE

A. Model

Considering that the lattice parameters of Si and 3C-
are respectivelya(Si)55.4309 Å anda(SiC)54.3596 Å,13

the calculated misfit@a(Si)2a(SiC)#/a(Si) at the interface
is 19.73%. Within the hypothesis of a coherent interfa
such a misfit is equivalent to a huge tensile stress in the
layers. A simple estimate shows that the elastic energy st
in the coherent film would be'1.6 J/m2/layer.14 However,
it is observed that the interface is semicoherent, the st
being relaxed by the introduction of a network of und
sociated edge dislocations of Burgers vectorb
5a(SiC)/2̂ 110&, with dislocation lines lying along the

@110# and @ 1̄10# directions.7–9 Due to the peculiar value o
the misfit, approximately equal to15 , the semicoherence i
obtained when the spacing between misfit dislocations isb.
The SiC/Si~001! interface is then modeled by matching
p(535)-SiC~001! slab (N layers! with a p(434)-Si~001!
slab (M layers! along the@001# direction (z axis!, at the Si
lattice parameter, optimized for bulk calculations with t
chosen method. In the following, size conditions for a syst
will be simply designed byN/M . Periodic boundary condi
tions are applied along@110# and @ 1̄10# directions (x andy
axes! in any case. Atoms belonging to the topmost SiC a
the bottommost Si layers were fixed in bulk positions. Ho
ever, in order to better relax the interface, the SiC topm
layer was allowed to move as a whole in all directions. T
procedure was achieved at each step by~i! computing the
average of atomic forces in this layer and~ii ! applying this
force to all layer atoms. Once the structures were conver
we also performed additional calculations to check the ef
of the surfaces on the interface by releasing the constra
on both surfaces.

B. Methods

Classical molecular-dynamics calculations were do
with the semiempirical Tersoff potentials,11 at the lattice pa-
rameter a(Si)55.43 Å. This choice is currently the be
available for describing solid SiC. A recent study has
vealed that it reproduces density-functional-theory~DFT! re-
19530
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sults on the formation energies and properties of native
fects in SiC with a good accuracy.15 Here, several system
sizes were considered, because of the low CPU time
memory requirements for these calculations. The explora
of the configurational space was typically done with 12/8 a
36/36 slabs to ensure that the interaction between the in
face and the surfaces is negligible. To estimate this inte
tion, sizes as large as 50/50 have been considered.

First-principles calculations were performed16 within the
DFT, in the local-density approximation~LDA !.17 An energy
cutoff of 40~160! Ry was used for the plane-wave expansi
of the wave functions~charge density!. The reciprocal space
integration in the supercell Brillouin zone was done by co
sidering only theG point. The core electrons were remove
by using pseudopotentials, withs and p nonlocality for Si
and s nonlocality for C.18 We used a calculated Si lattic
parameter of 5.401 Å, consistent with ourab initio pseudo-
potential. Surface atoms at both sides were saturated
hydrogens. The C-H and Si-H distances were optimized
dependently by fully relaxing surface saturated symme
slabs of 11 layers, 8 atoms each. 5/5 and 7/7 system s
were used, which corresponds to large-scale calculat
with at most 369 atoms. At variance with classical simu
tions, periodic boundary conditions were also applied alo
the @001# direction, a large vacuum space~9.1 Å for 5/5, 8.2
Å for 7/7! being introduced to prevent spurious surfac
surface interactions. All structures were considered c
verged when forces acting on atoms were less than 1024 a.u.
(0.005 eV/Å) and energy varied by less than 1025 eV/atom.

C. Configuration energy

In this work, we have always compared the energies
systems with the sameN/M . The numbers of C and Si atom
in the SiC slab may however change for twoN/M slabs with
different interface configurations. In addition, the surface
the SiC slab may be either Si or C terminated. Hence,
energyEslab of the N/M slab model described above, ob
tained from either methods, cannot be used directly for
termining the most stable structure. Instead, a configura
energyEa , given by the following expression, can be d
fined within the grand canonical frame:

Ea5Eslab2ES
SiC2ES

Si2nSimSi2nCmC. ~1!

ES
SiC is the surface energy of the SiC part of the slab, Si o

terminated depending on the configuration at the interf
and on the number of layers, whereasES

Si is the surface en-
ergy of the Si part.nSi and nC are the numbers of Si or C
atoms in the SiC/Si slab. Finally,mSi andmC are the chemi-
cal potentials for each species. For the Si part of the slab,mSi

is equal to the bulk silicon chemical potential. ThoughmSi

and mC cannot be exactly determined for the SiC part, it
possible to determine a range of thermodynamically allow
values.19 The following relations must be satisfied at th
same time:

mSi1mC5m0
SiC, ~2!

m0
Si1m0

C2DHf5m0
SiC. ~3!
2-2
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Here,m0
I are the chemical potentials of the monoelemen

bulk phases, and are easily calculated.DHf is the heat of
formation of silicon carbide: in this work, we used the e
perimental valueDHf50.72 eV. These two relations reve
that the Si and C chemical-potential values are linked,
that the chemical potential of one species is always equa
lower than the chemical potential of the monoelemental b
phase. The allowed ranges are then

mSiP@m0
Si2DHf ,m0

Si#, ~4!

mCP@m0
C2DHf ,m0

C#. ~5!

(m0
Si2DHf ,m0

C) corresponds to C-rich~Si-poor! conditions
and (m0

Si,m0
C2DHf) to C-poor~Si-rich! conditions. The val-

ues obtained in the present work form0
I are listed in Table I.

Here, for theab initio results, we indicate the respectiv
values as obtained from standard converged bulk calc
tions and as extrapolated from surface calculations with
scheme originally proposed by Fiorentini and Methfesse20

This will be useful in determining the different contribution
in Eq. ~1! and the interface energy, as described below. I
worth noting that extreme caution must be adopted w
estimatingm0

I , as small (.1%) errors in this quantity are
then multiplied by the usually large number of atoms at
interface, eventually producing nonphysical results. The
of the linearized values ofm0

I in this work yields different
configuration energy values with respect to our previou
published results,12 without changing the original qualitativ
conclusions.

Using the configuration energies allows one to comp
interface structures in the slab approximation, with differe
surface terminations and number of atoms. In the followi
we discuss the stability of different configurations.

III. STABILITY AND GEOMETRY

In a previous work on the SiC/Si~001! interface, Chirita
et al. proposed a possible geometry of the interface,10 based
on molecular-dynamics calculations. In the choice of th
initial atomic configuration, they have made several hypo
eses. They assumed that the dislocation network is pin
directly at the interface, that the first~001! layer of the SiC
slab is siliconlike, and, finally, that the interface remains p
fectly stoichiometric. However, from HREM experiments,
is hard to extract such information. An interface with
pseudomorphic first layer followed by a misfit dislocatio

TABLE I. Optimized chemical potentials and lattice constan
for Si and 3C-SiC bulks, computed with the Tersoff potential a
the ab initio method. Forab initio, the bulk calculations~column
‘‘ bulk’’ ! and the value obtained from linear extrapolation~Ref. 20!
~column ‘‘lin’’ ! are indicated for comparison.

Tersoff Ab initio
m0 (eV) a0 (Å) m0 (bulk) ~Ha! m0 (lin) ~Ha! a0 (Å)

Si 24.630 5.432 23.96611 23.96877 5.401
SiC 212.374 4.318 29.64469 29.65374 4.334
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network is possible, as well as reconstructed misfit dislo
tion cores including a substoichiometry or overstoichiome
in carbon and/or silicon atoms. In our work, we have tak
into account such possibilities, and our search for the m
stable configuration has been broadened by considerin
large set of initial geometries, by means of classical mole
lar dynamics. First, only interfaces made with complete la
ers were investigated. Figure 1 shows six different poss
starting geometries. The first ones, S1 and S2, are stoic
metric configurations with the misfit dislocation array l
cated directly at the interface. In S1, the first SiC layer
carbonlike, whereas it is siliconlike in S2~S2 is the initial
configuration selected in the previous study10!. In P1 and P2,
the misfit dislocation array is located in the second and th
SiC layers, respectively. These are obtained by removing
or two p(535) SiC layers, replaced byp(434) pseudo-
morphic layers. Finally, we also compared the previo
structures with configurations C1 and C2, with a higher c
bon concentration at the interface~carbonization!.

The configuration energy differences are reported in Ta
II. Here, the calculated values are easily extracted from
classical dynamics, as the energy of each atom is a w
defined quantity in the interaction potential model. The
configuration, investigated in a previous study,10 is stable but
is clearly not the lowest-energy solution. Instead, the m
stable structures are obtained for a stoichiometric system
a C layer at the interface, i.e., S1. For such structures,
found two different atomic configurations, represented

FIG. 1. First set of initial configurations. White~black! circles
represent the Si~C! atoms. The dashed line shows the location
the interface.

TABLE II. Configuration energy differences, from classical d
namics, and variation of C and Si atoms, for the first set of confi
rations and a 12/8 system~see Fig. 1!, with the geometry S1a taken
as the reference.

Configuration DnSi DnC DEa(eV/cell)
C-rich C-poor

S1a 0 0 0.0 0.0
S1b 0 0 6.55 6.55
P1 0 29 16.40 9.92
P2 29 29 40.09 40.09
S2 0 0 37.91 37.91
C2 225 16 63.74 93.26
C1 225 25 63.88 99.88
2-3
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Fig. 2. It must be emphasized that the two@110# and@11̄0#
directions, perpendicular to the interface, are not equiva
due to the peculiar zinc-blende stacking. The first configu
tion, called S1a, has the lowest energy in the full range
chemical potentials. Along@110#, bonds are formed betwee
the extra C atoms located at the misfit dislocation core an
atoms belonging to the second layer of the Si~001! slab. All
these atoms are shifted toward the interface inducing la
strains, especially in the softer silicon slab. Some of the
atoms appear to be overcoordinated. Along@11̄0#, the main
feature is a soft dimerization of the C atoms of the first S
layer, on both sides of the misfit dislocation line. The C
distance is shortened to 1.65–1.80 Å, which allows a red
tion of the number of dangling bonds~DB!. This interface
reconstruction is nearly similar to the model presented
Long et al.8 The second configuration S1b has a higher c
figuration energy, with 6.55 eV in excess. The main diff
ence with S1a concerns the@110# side. Here, no bonds ar
formed between the C atoms in the first SiC layer and
second layer of the silicon slab. Instead, the number of D
belonging to C atoms is reduced by a stronger carbon dim
ization along the@110# direction ~clearly visible on the

@11̄0# view!, where the C-C distance is reduced to 1.4
1.47 Å. From Table II, it seems that the occurrence
pseudomorphic SiC layers before the introduction of mi
dislocations is not favored, although the P1 structure, w
one pseudomorphic layer, is the third best solution. The s

FIG. 2. @110# ~left! and @11̄0# ~right! side views of three re-
laxed SiC/Si~001! interface configurations. Light gray~black!
spheres show silicon~carbon! atoms. The dashed thick lines ma
the location of the extra atomic planes introduced by the misfit e
dislocations. Note that the represented bonds are drawn solel
the basis of a distance criterion and are not necessarily indicativ
a true chemical bond. Removal of the C atoms inside the ellip
leads to the CSS configuration.
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regation of carbon at the interface, tested with two config
rations C1 and C2, is associated with very high configurat
energies. This is consistent with the general observation
the deposition of carbon on the Si~001! surface does not lead
to stable carbon layers but rather to the formation of silic
carbide by carbonization, the substrate supplying the
atoms.9

Several information may be obtained from our resu
First, one or several complete pseudomorphic SiC layers
not favorable structures, which tends to indicate that the m
fit dislocation network is located at the interface and no fin
critical thickness can be defined. Second, all the favored c
figurations include a carbon layer at the interface. This c
be explained by the energy gained in the formation of S
bonds, and the smaller carbon atomic radius with respec
silicon. Finally, we observed that the minimization of th
configuration energy is best realized by the reduction
DB’s, especially those associated to carbon atoms. Howe
this DB saturation occurs via the formation of bonds betwe
initially remote atoms, and the shortening of their separat
generates energetically expensive strain in the atomic st
ture. This is particularly true for the shortest and the stro
gest carbon-carbon or silicon-carbon bonds.

For the lowest-energy configurations S1a and S1b,
carbon atoms, located in the first SiC layer and in the vicin
of the misfit dislocation cores, present the most stretc
bonds. We investigated the possibility of an energy lower
by removing these atoms. We initially considered the S
configuration. A significant energy reduction was obtained
removing successively C atoms along@110# ~inside the el-
lipse, in Fig. 2!. The additional removing of the C-dimer row
along@11̄0# ~the other ellipse! leads to an even more stab
configuration, represented in Fig. 3. The energy differen
compared to S1a is26.04 eV/cell (215.40 eV/cell) in
C-rich ~C-poor! conditions.21 Starting from S1a, and remov
ing the C row along@110# and the C-dimer row along@11̄0#
as described previously, the energy was also lowered, and
obtained the same final structure. This configuration, wh
we called CSS for carbon substoichiometric, shows rema
able features. Along the@110# direction, dangling bonds cre
ated by the removal of C atoms are eliminated with the f
mation of Si dimers 2.48–2.54 Å long. Compared to S1a,
Si atoms of the silicon slab, previously bonded to C atom
recover bulklike positions, thus minimizing the strain. Alon

@11̄0#, after the removal of the C-dimer row, the core of t
misfit dislocation is made of eight-atom rings, includin
seven Si atoms and a lone C atom. Almost all these atoms
fully coordinated, at the expense of some bond stretch
particularly on the Si atoms in the second layer of the S
slab, and at the intersection of the two perpendicular dis
cations. The Si-Si bonds range from 2.33 to 2.62 Å. W
found that CSS is the most stable configuration using
Tersoff potential. Indeed, tests performed on structures w
further C removal, or selected C/Si exchanges, brought
additional energy reduction.

The Tersoff potential results were confirmed by theab
initio method. Owing to the huge computational effort r
quired to deal with the interface, our investigations were
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stricted to three configurations, i.e., the low-energy stoich
metric S1a and S1b, and the most stable geometry C
First, we found that only S1a and CSS were stable, S
relaxing spontaneously to S1a. It is known that classical
tentials tend to stabilize a larger number of metastable st
tures compared to first-principles methods.22,23 No major
geometrical changes were found for both configurations
laxed with first principles, compared to the classical resu
A better description of the atomic structure of the reco
structed dislocation cores was however obtained. Consi
ing CSS and the@110# direction, the Si dimer lengths rang
between 2.42 and 2.50 Å. Along@11̄0#, the dislocation core
is made of Si bonds 2.36–2.52 Å long. Thus theab initio
relaxation yields a more compact eight-atom ring. The
ergy differences between S1a and CSS are reported in T
III, for both methods and different slab lengths. Despite
small sizes imposed byab initio simulations, it appears tha
the energy difference is already well converged for a
slab, with a 0.2 eV/cell variation between 5/5 and 7/7. T
ab initio calculation validates our primary results, i.e., t
CSS configuration is the most stable one, for the whole
lowed range of the chemical potentials. Moreover, even
C-rich conditions, the energy difference between the two
ometries is much larger than the error associated with s
computations.

The analysis of the CSS configuration topology giv
some hints for understanding this result. The first set of c
culations has indeed shown that it is preferable to hav

FIG. 3. @110# ~top! and @11̄0# ~bottom! perspective side views
of the most stable CSS SiC/Si~001! interface configuration. Light
gray ~black! spheres show silicon~carbon! atoms.
19530
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atoms at the interface in the first SiC layer. From the sec
set, it appears that misfit dislocation cores with only silic
atoms are favored, the stretching of carbon bonds being
ergetically expensive. In CSS, the first SiC layer is carb
like, but there is only one C atom involved in the reco
structed dislocation cores. It also presents the pecu
characteristics that almost no atoms are subcoordinate
overcoordinated, owing to the formation of a topological ri
along one direction and the formation of a silicon dim
along the other. The CSS configuration is then the best c
didate to represent the atomic structure of the SiC/Si~001!
interface.

A qualitative indication of the residual strain distributio
at the interface can be obtained by inspection of the de
mation of the converged system coordinates, with respec
the ideal bulklike positions. In Fig. 4, we report the lay
puckering defined as the maximum deviation in the direct
perpendicular to the interface, as obtained fromab initio cal-
culations for a 7/7 system: the major deformations are loc
ized in Si, which has smaller elastic constants than SiC.
warping decreases when moving aside the interface
agreement with experimental results24 on the structural char-
acterization of SiC films grown on a Si~001! substrate, which
evidenced an internal roughness of individual SiC planes

TABLE III. Configuration energy differences for CSS compar
to S1a, within different conditions, and slab size. As indicated in
text, numbers for the classical simulations are slightly differe
from those reported in Ref. 12, because of improved converge
The ab initio values are obtained with the linear extrapolati
method~Ref. 20!, and the consistently derived chemical potentia
were used.

DEa Tersoff Ab initio
~eV/cell! 12/8 36/36 5/5 7/7

C-rich 26.04 26.03 25.90 25.69
C-poor 215.40 215.39 215.26 215.05

FIG. 4. Layer warping for a 7/7 SiC/Si~001! interface. In ab-
scissa, the mean value of the coordinate normal to the inter
plane for a given atomic layer is indicated.
2-5
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diminishes away from the silicon substrate. Figure 5 rep
sents a comparison of the residual strain field at the inter
for both the CSS and S1a geometries, evaluated in term
atomic displacements from ideal bulklike positions. The
perior efficiency of CSS in relieving the strain is clearly ev
denced by simple inspection.

Regarding the critical thickness, it is interesting to co
pare the CSS and P1 configurations. Indeed, the SiC film
the CSS geometry is constituted by a substoichiometri
layer, as if obtained from P1 by removing four C atoms in
row. It is thus difficult to define precisely a finite critica
thickness for this interface, characterized by largely rec
structed dislocation cores, although our results support
experimental findings of a dislocation network pinned at
interface.8

IV. EFFECT OF SLAB SIZE

The large lattice misfit betweenb-SiC and Si allows the
investigation of the~001! interface withab initio methods,
the spacing between dislocations being ab
a(SiC)/2̂ 110&.15.4 Å. There are only four~Si portion! or
five ~SiC part! atoms per̂ 110& edge. However, because th
problem is two dimensional, a slab layer includes 16~Si part!
or 25 ~SiC part! atoms. Computationally, the number of la
ers one can use to model the interface is then severely
ited. Here, we managed to calculate at most a 7/7 interf
i.e., .300 atoms. Such size is enough when considerin
coherent interface. Here, the presence of a periodic netw
of misfit edge dislocations at the interface induces a st
field in both the SiC and Si portions of the slab. It is usua
assumed that the strain field penetrates each part by a

FIG. 5. Contour plot of the strain field at the 7/7 SiC/Si~001!

interface projected along the@11̄0# direction for both the CSS~top!
and S1a~bottom! geometries, evaluated in terms of atomic displa
ments from ideal bulklike positions. To enhance comparison,
displacement integrated over a supercell plane of fixed height f
the interface is indicated. Two lateral replicas are indicated for b
configurations, with the SiC part higher and Si lower; brighter
gions depict larger distortions: they occur slightly below the int
face, at the Si first layer.
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tance of the order of the dislocation spacing.5 In our case, we
should then investigate a 14/11 slab, which is beyond
capabilities of available supercomputers. Our largest calc
tions performed on a 7/7 slab indeed reveal that the st
field is still not negligible at both ends of the slab: whe
allowing for a global relaxation, the two surfaces beca
slightly bent, due to residual strain, which may furthermo
be different for different core structures. The flat surface c
straint adopted in our simulations is a valuable approxim
tion to perform energy comparison: this constraint howe
modifies the strain field of the dislocation arrays and
surface-interface interaction is present in the system. T
interaction depends on the core structure at the interface,
may affect the relative stability of the configurations.

In this part, we investigate the slab size effect by mean
classical potential calculations and elasticity theory. The c
figuration energy, defined previously in Eq.~1!, may be writ-
ten as the sum of four contributions:

Ea~h!5Ea1Ec1Eel~h!1Eis~h!. ~6!

Here, h is the slab size,Ea is a constant adhesive energ
between Si and SiC parts,Ec is the core energy of the misfi
dislocation network,Eel is an elastic energy due to the stra
field, andEis is the interaction energy between surface a
interface, which is zero for a slab including a large~infinite!
number of layers. Only three terms depend on the slab sizh.
Eel is determined by using isotropic elasticity theory and
model of misfit dislocation arrays at the interface betwee
thin film of heighth and an infinite substrate.25 The disloca-
tion core radius26 is assumed to be equal to the Burgers ve
tor b, i.e., the in-plane SiC lattice parametera(SiC)/2̂ 110&,
in the present case. Provided thatEel is known for eachh,
Eis may be obtained from Eq.~6! by calculating the configu-
ration energyEa with increasing slab size, for a chosen di
location network. Here, the surface-interface interaction
ergy is determined separately for both the Si and SiC part
the slab. We performed Tersoff potential calculations
slabs 31/n ~increasing the Si part! and n/31 ~increasing the
SiC part!, with n ranging from 5 to 31, and for both the S1
and CSS configurations.

The calculated interaction energies between surface
interface,Eis , are shown in Fig. 6, for both configuration
in both portions of the slab, together with the sum of the
terms. The SiC contribution appears larger than the Si o
for a given number of layers. Note that the interlayer spac
for SiC is about 20% lower than for Si, and more SiC laye
are needed to get an equivalent contribution from the S
and Si parts of the slab. For example, a 10/8 slab will ha
SiC and Si parts of nearly identical weights onEis . A larger
SiC contribution is then expected for a lower number
layers. Here, the difference is important, in particular f
CSS with an interaction energy almost three times larger
SiC than for Si. This could be explained by the geometry
CSS. The dislocation core along one direction is rec
structed with a ring of atoms, almost entirely located in t
SiC part of the slab. The surface/interface interaction is th
stronger in the SiC part.
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Our results confirm that the strain field penetrates b
distance of the order of the dislocation spacing,5 and that
ideally a 14/11 slab should be used. In fact, the sum of
SiC contribution for 14 layers with the Si contribution for 1
layers is less than 0.02 eV/cell, for both solutions. Assum
that the surface/interface interaction energy is mostly elas
it is reasonable to consider that this quantity could be fa
estimated using classical potentials. Considering the tota
teraction energyEis in Fig. 6, for the S1a configuration,Eis
is 0.66 eV/cell~2.36 eV/cell! for a 7/7 ~5/5! slab, while for
CSS,Eis is 0.80 eV/cell~3.69 eV/cell! for a 7/7~5/5! slab. In
all cases,Eis is lower than the calculated configuration e
ergy differences, and our previous conclusions on the sta
ity of the CSS configuration remain valid. Moreover, sin
the slab size effect is stronger for CSS than for S1a, us
larger slabs will further increase the stability of the CS
configuration.

V. INTERFACE ENERGY

As far as we know, there is no measured value of
SiC/Si~001! interface energy. Experimentally, it is possible
determine the bonding energy, which is related to the in
face energy, from wafer bonding experiments. Howeve
large range of values may be obtained, depending on
kind of SiC polytypes or surface terminations.27 From the
theoretical point of view, no value is available. Possible
planation is either the large size of the system that has to
dealt with first-principles methods or the difficulty to extra
such energy from a slab calculation. A simplified frame
obtaining the interface energy of mismatched interfaces
been proposed recently.5 The method however does not tak
into account a possible reconstruction or understoichiom
of the core of the misfit dislocations, which is mandatory
the SiC/Si~001! system, as discussed above.

In order to extract the interface energy of the CSS c
figuration, the energies of the surfaces on both sides of
slabs have to be known. However, withab initio methods,
only the total energy is accessible, and surface energies

FIG. 6. Interaction energy between surface and interface a
function of the slab size, for the S1a~left! and CSS~right! configu-
rations.
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not be obtained directly. Instead, they were determined
extrapolating from slabs with an increasing number of laye
following the scheme proposed by Fiorentini an
Methfessel.20 Si~001!-(131) and C:SiC~001!-(131) hydro-
genated surfaces were investigated, since only the ca
terminated surface was relevant for the selected config
tions. In order to minimize computational errors, a lar
@c(434)# slab, with increasing thickness, from 7 up to 1
layers, was used: the extrapolated values for the chem
potentials are close to those obtained from bulk calculati
for Si and SiC.~see Table I!. To be consistent with the SiC/S
interface slab calculation, each surface atom was satur
by two symmetric hydrogens. As a consequence, the sur
energies reported in Table IV include the energies of
pseudohydrogens. We found a C-H distance of 1.09 Å an
bond angle HCĤof 100.6° for the C:SiC~001!-(131), and a
Si-H distance of 1.47 Å and a bond angle HSiĤ of 101.4° for
the Si~001!-(131). We point out that we have applied con
straints in order to keep a symmetric dihydride Si~001!-(1
31) surface, although the most stable configuration
canted.28 We forced the symmetric geometry to quickly r
cover a bulklike behavior, as required by the small slab si
adopted in the calculations, since the correct canted confi
ration extends deeply in inner layers.

The interface energys I is obtained as the convergin
value of the configuration energy for largeN/N slabs. In the
classical case, it is easily estimated with large slabs, wh
the interaction between surface and interface is negligi
and all the elastic energy can be considered fully pertinen
the inner layers of the slab. In this case, we obtains I
.22.7 eV/cell,~i.e., s I.1.6 J/m2).

Usingab initio methods, we are limited to small slabs, 5
and 7/7. In principle, the determination could be done in
similar way as for surface energies, using an extrapola
technique.20 However, here, the available slab sizes are
small for that purpose. In fact, both elastic and interfa
surface energies considerably change between the 5/5
the 7/7 slabs. As a consequence, a linear regression w
yield misleading values for the slope and intercept consta
The extrapolating scheme could be used for slabs la
enough to have constant elastic and surface-interface in
action energies, i.e., forN/N slabs withN greater than 14,
for example. Instead, we directly calculate the interface
ergy for a 7/7 slab, using the chemical potentials obtained
linear extrapolation, as discussed above. We computeds I
.23.0 ~22.6! eV/cell in C-rich ~C-poor! conditions. This
quantity is not exactly the interface energy. Indeed, for a
slab, the surface-interface interaction is not negligible a
the strain energy is still not fully converged. These contrib

a

TABLE IV. Surface energies for the systems used in the s
calculations, computed with theab initio method. The pseudohy
drogen energy is included, as detailed in the text.

ES(Ha/at-H2) C-rich C-poor

Si~001!-(131) 21.12208
C:SiC~001!-(131) 21.14212 21.12890
2-7
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tions have been determined in the preceding section: fo
7/7 slab in CSS geometry the excess surface-interface in
action is 0.8 eV/cell~see Fig. 4!, and the calculated residua
elastic energy between an infinite interface and a 7/7 sla
0.2 eV/cell. The corrected interface energy is thens I.22.4
~22.0! eV/cell @i.e., 1.58 (1.55) J/m2] in C-rich ~C-poor!
conditions. The agreement between classical andab initio
values is surprisingly good and maybe fortuitous, given
technical difficulties associated with the interface energy
termination in theab initio case, or the use of the Terso
potential that does not include properly the electronic con
butions.

We wish to stress again at this point that theab initio
values provided for the interface energy are mere estima
as small variations in, e.g., the chemical potentials can
duce large errors and even nonphysical negative inter
energies. Our choice in presenting these results has be
keep consistency between the chemical potentials use
eliminate the surface and bulk contributions. For this reas
we always adopted the values form0

I as obtained in the linea
extrapolation scheme,20 for large supercells, that allowed
goodki sampling.

VI. ELECTRONIC PROPERTIES

We now move to the description of the electronic stru
ture of the mismatched heterostructure. The interface c
figuration determines the electronic properties of the syst
the presence of defects such as misfit dislocations can in
interface states in the band gap, which may severely mo
device performances. Indeed, our results indicate that a n
ber of interface derived states lie in the forbidden energy
for the most stable dislocation network, although the num
of DB’s is in this case minimized.

For a 5/5 slab, the valence-band widths~VBW’s! of Si-
and SiC-derived bulk states compare fairly well for froz
and free surfaces, although they underestimate the respe
bulk calculations~Table V!. Increasing the slab thickness
7/7 leads to VBW variations of only.3%. We were able to
estimate an error due to the slab approximation of60.3 eV
on LDA eigenvalues. A 7/7 slab is then large enough to ge
good description of both the Si and the SiC part, and
perturbation induced on the electronic structure by the in
face configuration. In Fig. 7, the spatially projected dens
of states~DOS! at the interface is compared with the DO
obtained in inner layers at the Si and SiC sides of the s
Several states lie in the band gap of the heterostructure

TABLE V. Valence-band width~VBW! and energy gap (Dgap)
of the relaxed structures in eV.

VBW ~eV! Dgap (eV)
System SiC Si Total

Si bulk 12.08
SiC bulk 15.68
5/5 frozen surface 14.67 10.91 15.31 0.50
5/5 free surface 14.65 9.95 14.68 0.96
7/7 frozen surface 15.06 11.25 15.57 0.40
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obtained by alignment of the respective bulk valence ba
~see Table V and the peak above the valence-band top aG,
highlighted by the arrow in Fig. 7!. The highest occupied
~HO! and lowest unoccupied~LU! states are located at 0.
and 1.1 eV above the valence-band top atG. These two
states are also localized in the core of the edge dislocati
as a result of the large difference in charge transfer betw
Si-C and Si-Si bonds. In Fig. 8, the charge-density plot of
HO state along the two dislocations directions is represen
The charge density is mainly localized on atoms of t

@11̄0# core dislocation, while no density is observed arou
the other core in the perpendicular direction. The oppo
situation is found in other bonding states localized in t
system forbidden gap and, in particular, for the LU state~see
Fig. 9! whose charge density pertains to the dislocation c
laing along the@110# direction. Clearly, these states are tr
interface states, resulting from the reconstructed disloca
cores. It is worth noting that they would not be obtain
from a coherent interface calculation, and that the deter
nation of the electronic structure requires the atomic cha
terization of the misfit dislocation network.

It has been recently pointed out that a peak is observe

FIG. 8. Isosurface~medium gray! of the highest-occupied stat

projected along@110# ~left! and @11̄0# ~right!. Black ~light gray!
spheres indicate C~Si! species. Surface atoms are saturated w
hydrogens~small white spheres!.

FIG. 7. Calculated DOS for the CSS configuration and a
slab, projected on the Si and SiC layers at the interface~top panel!,
compared with the DOS for bulk SiC and Si~middle and bottom
panels!. The width of Si and SiC bands as well as the energies
HO and LU states are shown in the figure.
2-8
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THEORETICAL INVESTIGATIONS OF A HIGHLY . . . PHYSICAL REVIEW B68, 195302 ~2003!
electron-energy-loss spectroscopy and x-ray photoelec
spectroscopy around 0.8 eV.29 Our results on the presence
interface states in the heterostructure forbidden gap may
an explanation for this experimental evidence.

VII. CONCLUSION

In conclusion, we have characterized the energetics,
atomic and electronic structure of the SiC/Si~001! interface.
We performed first-principles DFT-LDA, classical potentia
and elasticity theory calculations. The most stable ato
configuration is in agreement with experiments,7–9 where an
array of misfit dislocations pinned at the interface is o
served. Actually, from our results, we also predict that
dislocation core is characterized by a substoichiometry
carbon atoms. Additional experiments are needed to con

FIG. 9. Isosurface~medium gray! of the lowest unoccupied stat

projected along@110# ~left! and @11̄0# ~right!. Black ~light gray!
spheres indicate C~Si! species. Surface atoms are saturated w
hydrogens~small white spheres!.
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our proposed configuration: our relaxed structures may
used as input for simulating HREM experimental images a
complement the results.

We furthermore estimated the interface energy fromab
initio calculations, for a noncoherent interface, in the case
a multicomponent system, such as SiC: this quantity, wh
is hardly accessible from experiment, has been here ev
ated for the SiC/Si~001! interface, although with a non
negligible uncertainty. This is to the best of our knowled
the first ab initio determination of interface energies at
mismatched semiconductor heterostructure.

Several electronic interface states, calculated atG, have
been identified. These states, located on the core of the m
dislocations, may influence the electronic and optical pr
erties of the interface.

We point out that the approach we used in this study, i
the combination of elasticity theory, classical potential, a
ab initio methods, may be easily adapted for other system
interest, in particular, for systems with large mismatch wh
a coherent interface model is not suited or for semicondu
ing systems where core reconstructions are expected.
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